
SMART PRIVACY

IMPORTANT NOTES:
1. Please check that all parts have been supplied before you begin to assemble your new Smart Privacy Venetian Blind.
2. Ensure that the blind is mounted level for correct operation.

B)
Using a level and pencil, mark the bracket 
location on the mounting surface. Attach the 
brackets with screws provided (#1).  

A)
Select the method of 
mounting the blind that
best suits your purpose.
a) Inside window frame  
b) On the outside of frame

To Operate the Blind:

A

I N S TA L L AT I O N

WARNING!
Blinds must be fitted with safety devices provided to comply with legal requirements. Please turn over 

leaflet for instructions to fit safety devices.

Important – always tilt the slats horizontally before raising or lowering the blind.
This will extend the life of the blind, and makes the movement easier and smoother.
Raising & Lowering: The Insta-Lock feature, locks the blind at any position and at any angle, effortlessly without frustrating tugging, even on 
corner windows. It is designed to stop at any position, any angle with no need to pull the cord to the right. 
Tilting: Pull either tilt cord downwards to attain desired slat position. Pull other cord downwards to tilt in opposite direction
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C)
Install the headrail. For proper installation, start by 
attaching the front rail to the bracket, then push back
up until the headrail click into the brackets.  

D)
Blind is bundled tightly for delivery purposes. Pull 
the cord to raise and lower the blind. The slats need 
to be open when lowering the blind. The proper way 
to raise the blind is to support bottom rail with your 
hand while pulling on the cords (45 degree). Pull the 
cord toward the outside of the blind to lock the 
position. Pull toward the centre to release the position. 

For blind width 150cm and over 
Large blinds (150cm and over) are not suitable to be repeatedly 
lifted due to their weight. When raising large blinds, have 
another person assist by lifting the bottom rail with both hands 
whilst the pull cord is being operated. 

Notice - Lifting Requirement 



Install blind according to the 
directions provided, making sure the 
headrail is securely fastened. Lower 
the blind to the maximum desired 
length, and lock the cords in place. 

Measure the distance from the 
headrail to the cord stops. If the cord 
stops are 25 to 50mm below the 
headrail, no further adjustment is 
needed. Your blind is ready to use.

If cord stops ARE NOT 25 to 50mm 
below the headrail, loosen (but do not 
untie) the knot surrounding the cord 
stop.

Push both the cord stop and the loosened 
knot toward the headrail until the cord stop 
is 25 to 50mm below the headrail. Hold the 
cord stop in place and pull firmly on the 
cord to retighten the knot. Repeat steps 2, 
3 & 4 for each cord stop.

25 - 50mm

Cord Stop

Cord Stop

Headrail
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To position safety cord stops

Headrail

Headrail

25 - 50mm

Cord Stop

Pull Cord 1
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Cord cleats must be installed to comply with Regulations.
The cleats must be installed at least 1600mm above floor level, because a child is capable of 
unwinding a cord from a cleat.
Fasten the cleats to the wall using the screws provided. Do not use tape or glue to attach the cleats.

Note: the cord must be wrapped around the cord cleat to prevent child strangulation. The cord must not form 
a loop longer than 220mm, and should be wound entirely around the cleat.

WARNING - ALL WINDOW COVERINGS WITH CORD OR CHAIN
To avoid creating a possible strangulation hazard for children, the corded or chained internal window covering must beinstalled in 
such a way that a loose cord or chain cannot form a loop 220mm or longer at a height of less than 1600mm above floor level.
*  A cord/chain guide may be installed lower than 1600mm above floor level if the cord/chain is sufficiently secured or  tensioned 
  to prevent a loop 220mm or longer from being formed.
*  If a cord/chain guide is installed lower than 1600mm above floor level, it must be designed to prevent a child from being able to 
  remove the cord/chain.
*  If a cleat is used to secure the cord, it must be at least 1600mm above floor level because a child is capable of unwinding a cord 
  from a cleat.

The use of hold down brackets is recommended for additional child safety, but is not a requirement for the 
normal functioning of the blind.
Using the two screws provided, attach the base of the hold down bracket to the window facing or sill. Additional 
fixing can also be fitted through the side of the bracket (where suitable). Snap bracket pin ends into the holes in 
the ends of the bottom rail.

Bottom Rail
Screw x2

Hold Down
Bracket

Installing Cord Cleat

Installing Hold Down Bracket (optional)

Adjust Safety Cord Stop
To reduce the risk of strangulation to infants and toddlers, position safety cord stops before using the blind.

NOTE : 

Our blind comes equipped with a breakaway tassel that prevents child strangulation. Should the breakaway tassel come apart, 
please refer to Step 4.

To reassemble breakaway tassel refer to Step 4, otherwise proceed with Step 1 to adjust pull cord lengths.

1.  After determining desired height of breakaway tassel, open breakaway tassel.
2.  Raise the breakaway tassel to desired height and tie knot to each pull cord end. 
     NOTE : make sure all pull cord lengths is even before proceeding.
3.  Cut excess pull cords, beneath knots, using scissors.
4.  Place pull cords into grooves and snap breakaway tassel together to close.

How to Adjust Pull Cord Length / Reassemble Breakaway Tassel

Cord Cleat

Screws x2
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